
                                                             
 
 

Exchange of views with ECAC 

TRAN Committee 12th July 2011 

BACKGROUND 

The TRAN committee decided to invite ECAC to hear more details about aviation security in 

particular liquid and security scanners. The liquid ban was supposed to be removed by 2011, 

however, it has not and the TRAN committee fears that the ban wouldn’t be removed by 2013. The 

TRAN committee was told by the manufactures that the liquid scanning machine was ready, but 

several member states (in particular France) said they are not ready, while other member states 

were happy to implement them. The TRAN committee would like to know what the status of the 

liquid scanning machine is. 

INTRODUCTION to ECAC 

Patrick Gandil, Vice-President of the Co-ordinating Committee, DG for Civil Aviation, FR  

ECAC was founded in 1951 and has 44 member states and its activities are financed by its member 

states and deals with all aspects of civil aviation.  ECAC seeks to harmonise civil aviation policies and 

practices especially in the areas of safety, security, facilitation and environment.  

ECAC civil aviation security policy guidelines are detailed in DOC30 (Policy Statement in the Field of 

Civil Aviation Facilitation), published on December 2009. The DOC30 annexes provide guidelines and 

aid for member states, half of ECAC member states are using these guidelines. EU regulations are 

drawn mainly from this document; it is now consistence with EU regulation.  

ECAC constantly conduct consultations with stakeholders and work closely with the European 

Commission, Arab civil aviation conference and has bilateral agreements with 3rd countries 

(Singapore, United Arab Emirates). ECAC also cooperate with other regions activities and consult 

with them to learn from their methods.  

Mr. Frank Durnickx, ECAC Focal Point for Facilitation and Security, DG for civil aviation, Belgium 

ECAC work program on security: 

- Supporting the implementation of security measures, operation and training in member 

states 

- Compliance with European, USA and United Arab Emirates requirements, assistance 

programs for implementation 

- Threat risk based approach to aviation security such as new threats like Counter measures 

for cyber crime 

Technology specification is done using a task force which is recognized world-wide, the European 

Commission relies on the task force conclusions which develops methods to test equipments and 

explosives (examines if the equipment is within European standards). 



                                                             
 
 
Since transparency is a principle, ECAC shares its information with its member states. A guidebook 

has been developed for common detecting methods - once a test has been conducted, ECAC sends 

the test report to its member states. 

The common evaluation process is conducted in several member states - once a threat list is 

compiled, a testing method is agreed upon followed by the test method and a report is issues; this 

process allows the regulators and industries understand the limitation of current technology.  

Screening of liquids to detect explosive liquids, ECAC has launched a laboratory test for such 

screening; for testing proposed there are 4 types of screenings: 

 Type A can scan liquid only when we have a sample from it – test provided 

 Type B can test each bottle separately - test provided 

 Type C can only scan liquid when it is outside of the luggage - test provided 

 Type D can scan the liquids while they are in the luggage – test plan to start soon 

Implementation of liquid screening needs to take into account the airport constraints, passenger 

rights and international dimension. The plan is that type D will be able to scan both liquid and solid 

explosives. 

Short term challenges – April 2013 deadline where all EU airports should be able to screen. Monitor 

airport implementation plans, monitor readiness and ensure that screening regime is ready in 

European level and resolve any international coordination before April 2013.  

Security scanners objective is to ensure passenger don’t conceal explosives. In December 2008 ECAC 

developed the test for security scanners, by May 2010 ECAC was ready to start implementing its test 

on security scanners. 

Short term challenges – develop guides, promote best practices, staff training, inform passengers.  

ECAC welcomes the recent adoption European Parliament opinion on body scanners.  

Need to conduct impact assessment before regulating any security methods.  

INTERVENTIONS by MEPs & EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

Luis de GRANDES PASCUAL, MEP (EPP/ES) 

- What guarantee do we have that by 2013 we have implemented an efficient system for 

liquid screening? 

- What are the relations between member states in relation with technology? 

Saïd EL KHADRAOUI, MEP (S&D/BE) 

- Europe is lagging behind in development, by the time Europe catch up things move on.  

- Will Europe always be reacting to new threats? 

- How realistic is the new 2013 deadline for liquid ban in airports? 



                                                             
 
 

- What is the relationship between ECAC and EU? 

- What is the level of compliance of ECAC member states to its agreements? 

Jacqueline FOSTER, MEP (ECR/UK) 

- EP goal is cross European security. 

- Is not surprise that the 100ml liquid ban has not been lifted by 2011 as planned. 

- Does ECAC publish which security equipment should be used and are airports aware of it? 

- The TRAN committee doesn’t want X-ray/backscatter body scanner, it wants an efficient 

system with clarification on how far to go. Need a technology that people trust and 

everyone can go through.  

Dominique RIQUET, MEP (EPP/FR) 

- What are the procedures for false-positive results with liquid scanner machines? 

- Are there any studies on detection abilities with different security scanners using electricity 

spectrum? 

- Does ECAC have standards for the different body scanners and when will the tests be carried 

out? 

Inés AYALA SENDER, MEP (S&D/ES) 

- More details on stakeholders consulted in the procedure. 

- How the test is being translated into reality? Has the test has started? 

- Reduce disruption for passengers is very welcome 

- How can ECAC communicated its finding and recommendation to passengers 

Knut FLECKENSTEIN, MEP (S&D/DE) 

- Welcomes the impact assessment for implementation. 

- Welcomes international dimension. 

- Welcomes passenger rights.  

Werner KUHN, MEP (EPP/DE) 

- Does ECAC any plans for safe transport (such as freight) against explosives? 

Brian SIMPSON, MEP (S&D/UK) 

- Does ECAC have any detection standards for body scanners? 

- What is the relationship between ECAC and the USA? 

- Is it possible to implement liquid scanners by 2013? 

- Tests in airports are important as well as tests in laboratory. 

- EU wants consistency in airport security rules.  

Mr. Matthew Baldwin, Director of Aviation Unit DG MOVE, European Commission 



                                                             
 
 

- Commission is working closely with ECAC, building on their reports. 

- For the 2013 deadline on liquid ban, the Commission is setting a work group in September 

- Mid 2012 review point. 

-  The EU is always reactive to threats but tries to be preventive as well with the help of new 

technology and intelligence. 

- Approve ECAC new security setting and look forwards continue the discussion. 

ECAC RESPONSE to INTERVENTIONS 

Patrick Gandil, Vice-President of the Co-ordinating Committee, DG for Civil Aviation, FR  

- On liquids scanners technology, there are 3 types of machines. Type A can scan liquid only 

when we have a sample from it. Type B can test each bottle separately. Type C can only scan 

liquid when it is outside of the luggage. All these types will slow the security process and 

therefore not approved by member states. Type D can scan the liquids while they are in the 

luggage; therefore it is the best solution. 

- ECAC encourages industry to develop technology and test it both in the laboratory and 

airports, but ECAC can only work with machines they have and in accordance to the level of 

threat. 

- There is close relations with the USA, ECAC meet with USA agencies twice a year (airport 

security, fight against terror, environment agencies). 

- Member states wish to avoid X-ray while USA approves them and claim they are not 

dangerous. However, ECAC will follow the EU recommendation and would like to take this 

debate forward. 

 


